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W RLDWIDE NEWS
Infineon Technologies Commissioned
an eTruck
Infineon Technologies AG is taking a further step towards CO2 neutrality
by focusing on electric mobility for logistics solutions. Just in time for the
World Environment Day (5 June), an electric truck was commissioned at
the Regensburg site after two weeks of testing. The vehicle of the logistics
partner Kühne+Nagel drives the distance between the factory premises
and an external warehouse in the east of the city four times per working
day. Thus, the electric truck covers around 100
km a day. And thanks to the electric drive,
it will save some 18 t of CO2 every year.
The 7.5-t truck from the eTruck
manufacturer Framo saves 60-100 %
of the CO2 emissions of a comparable diesel vehicle – depending on
how the electricity used was
produced. The battery developed
by Framo has a capacity of 115.6
kWh. This means that the electric
truck can cover 115 km – a wide
enough range for the daily distance
travelled.
www.infineon.com/cms/en/

Nov. 3-6, 2020
Booth No. W1A3

Global leader in liquid analysis
Based on its recent analysis
of the global liquid
analyzer market, the
market research and
consulting firm Frost &
Sullivan honored
Endress+Hauser as
the 2020 Global
Company of the Year.
The Group impressed
the jury with its robust
product line, customer-oriented approach and industryleading knowledge of liquid
analysis. The global Company of the Year Award
recognizes a high degree of innovation with products
and technologies and the resulting leadership in
terms of customer value and market penetration.
“Customer-oriented innovation is the base of our
success strategy,” said Dr. Manfred Jagiella, Managing Director of Endress+Hauser Liquid Analysis. As a
member of the Group’s Executive Board, he is
responsible for the analytical business.
www.endress.com

Sensorik 4.0:
Smart Sensors.
Ideas beyond limits.
Industry 4.0 starts with the sensor or ﬁeld
device. These provide the basic data for
the digital networking of plants and
production processes in an Internet of
Things. With its innovative sensor and
interface technologies, Pepperl+Fuchs
already enables process and production
units to interact intelligently.
Be inspired at
www.pepperl-fuchs.de/sensorik40

W RLDWIDE NEWS
DSV: New location in Vestby with robotic storage system
Since the end of May this year, DSV Road and Solutions have moved gradually from three other
sites around Oslo to the new Vestby facility which is now operational. The new location just
south of Oslo comprises a terminal of 12,000 sqm, 32,000 sqm warehouse including a
7,000 sqm mezzanine, and 4,700 sqm office and personnel facilities.
Vestby is one of the first DSV warehouses that is equipped with a robotic storage and
retrieval system in addition to traditional racking and thus it is suited to cater to
e-commerce operations. “With the automated storage system, we obtain increased
storage density and flexibility. Combined with the more effective picking methods
compared to traditional methods, we can provide our customers with more cost-efficient services,” says Brian Winther Almind, Executive Vice President, Group Property,
DSV Panalpina A/S.
The new 50,000 sqm facility is built in accordance with the Breeam-NOR standard. DSV
has worked with environmental and sustainability aspects through the entire process to
ensure that the facility meets the standard required to obtain the desired certificate and
thereby emphasize that the company focus on the facility’s environmental performance.
Based on the initial experience with the automated storage system, DSV is already looking into the
possibilities of installing similar storage and retrieval systems in a number of other buildings.

NEWS AND MARKETS

www.dsv.com/en

Norway’s largest furniture chain using
Jungheinrich automation solution

Chinese Court stops trademark
infringement

Bohus is Norway’s leading furniture and interior decoration
chain. The company operates 60 branches throughout Norway
as well as a successful online shop. In order to adapt to the
major changes in trade, the furniture chain is currently
investing in innovative IT and network solutions as well as in
forward-looking warehouse logistics. The
company has therefore commissioned
Jungheinrich with the construction of a
new central warehouse in Lillestrom.
The project involves comprehensive
automation solutions including a
high pallet racking warehouse,
miniload, conveyor systems and
software. Operation of the warehouse
is scheduled to begin in 2021.
When designing the warehouse, it was
Jungheinrich’s goal to guarantee Bohus
as much handling flexibility as possible for
its wide variety of product categories and load
sizes. Therefore, the solution includes a manual warehouse
with room for up to 2,000 pallets, a fully automatic high-bay
warehouse with 10,000 rack storage locations in three lanes for
euro-pallets, and 1,200 further rack storage locations for special
pallets measuring 2,600 mm × 1,260 mm in two additional
lanes. Stacker cranes with telescopic forks by Jungheinrich
subsidiary Mias take over the loading and unloading. Two
Jungheinrich STC 2B1A miniloads will be used in an automated
miniload warehouse with a total of 22,000 rack storage
locations. All subsystems will be controlled by Jungheinrich’s
WCS, which is connected to the customer’s SAP system.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation announced today
that the Guangzhou Intellectual Property Court has
upheld an earlier ruling in Mitsubishi Electric’s favor
regarding infringement of the company’s trademarks
by Guangzhou Lingye Automation Equipment,Guangzhou
Longyan Automation
Technology, Guangzhou Ouye Automation
Technology and their
owners located in
Guangzhou, Guangdong Province, China.
The defendants
manufactured and sold
a large quantity of dead
copy products, including
PLCs, AC servos, inverters and
other factory-automation equipment bearing
counterfeit Mitsubishi trademarks, beginning in
around 2012. The defendants were convicted of
illegally manufacturing and selling these products in
May 2016, after which Mitsubishi Electric sued the
defendants for trademark infringement and won the
case. Mitsubishi Electric will continue to take strict
measures against producers of counterfeit products
through the detection, and application of legal
measures to protect its brand value, so that customers
may continue to use its products with peace of mind.
www.mitsubishielectric.com

www.jungheinrich.com
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Symate and Pepperl+Fuchs agree on
overall package for artificial intelligence
Symate GmbH, a specialist in optimizing manufacturing
processes using artificial intelligence (AI) methods, has decided
to combine its expertise with those of the global specialist in
factory and process automation, Pepperl+Fuchs SE. The goal
is to create an integrated specialist solution for the automated
analysis and optimization of industrial manufacturing processes
and quality characteristics. As part of a pilot
project, Symate is currently testing
Pepperl+Fuchs hardware components
and connecting them to the Detact AI
system. This will be the basis for a
perfectly coordinated package that
offers both companies’ customers a
significantly wider range of functions
for automating manufacturing
processes than the individual companies’
previous solutions. picture: Daniel Moest
(above), New Business Development
at Pepperl+Fuchs, David Haferkorn
(below), responsible Product
Manager at Symate. More information
about Detact and Symate can be
found at www.symate.de/en.
www.pepperl-fuchs.com

Rohrer-Marti is the new Clark distributor
in Switzerland
Clark Europe has found a new
sales partner for Switzerland in
Rohrer-Marti, a Swiss distributor of machines and forklifts.
The experienced materials
handling vehicle specialist,
based in Zollikofen in the
canton of Berne, will take over
the sales and service of Clark
materials handling vehicles
throughout the country.
Rohrer-Marti has more than 70 years
of know-how in machines and forklifts.
Their product range includes equipment for the construction
industry, gardening and landscaping, municipal, industrial,
timber trade and wood processing as well as agriculture and
logistics. The backbone of the after-sales service is also a spare
parts warehouse in Zollikofen with over 30,000 items.
Rohrer-Marti distributes the entire Clark product range as a Clark
partner in Switzerland. In addition to the sale of forklifts and
warehouse equipment, this includes the supply of accessories
and spare parts as well as a comprehensive range of services
including rental, financing and after-sales service for Clark new
and used trucks.
www.clarkmheu.com | www.rohrer-marti.ch

Yaskawa and Phoenix Contact start cooperation
Yaskawa, an industrial robotics and mechatronics manufacturer, and Phoenix Contact, a manufacturer
of automation solutions, want to drive forward the transition away from proprietary solutions towards
an open and future-proof ecosystem for industrial automation. Yaskawa has decided to use PLCnext
Technology. As a part of this framework, Phoenix Contact will license its PLCnext runtime environment to Yaskawa and has agreed upon joint further development. Yaskawa plans to use the PLCnext
runtime system in the fields of Motion Controls and Robotics, initially in Europe and the USA.
PLCnext Technology is the open ecosystem for industrial automation from Phoenix Contact. With a
combination of open control technology, modular engineering software, and an online community,
this solution allows users the adaption to changing demands and to use existing and future software
services efficiently. The software is also featuring a digital marketplace and systematic cloud integration.
www. phoenixcontact.com
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How to gain full transparency
over your network and minimize
downtimes
In many operators’ plants, long downtimes occur in the event of an error. The failure is
often due to network problems that are time-consuming to locate without suitable
information. Diagnostics-capable devices such as the Managed Switches and WLAN
access points from Phoenix Contact offer a solution.
Author: Jan Aulenberg, M.Sc., product manager for
network technology, Phoenix Contact Electronics
GmbH, Bad Pyrmont, Germany
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01 Diagnostics-capable network components reduce time and
effort for the service technician as well as system downtimes

H

igh system availability in combination with maximum protection against unauthorized access is fundamental for the economic success of companies. To achieve this, downtimes must be
minimized by troubleshooting errors quickly. That said, network
diagnostics – that is, the detailed monitoring of each device, each
connection, and each data communication – is primarily done to
gain the information needed for a quick determination of the location and type of the problem.

Deficiency in practice:
inadequate diagnostic options
However, numerous machine and production networks have no or
inadequate diagnostic options. This is particularly due to the use of
infrastructure components such as Unmanaged Switches, which
are not capable of providing data about themselves and the network. These devices are often selected due to their lower initial
costs, and also because they are highly user-friendly and normally
don’t require any knowledge about networks. However, many operators ignore the advantages that diagnostics-capable infrastruc-

ture components such as Managed Switches or access points have
in the medium or long term. Those devices act as a central source of
information in the network, which makes their higher price also
economically justifiable. Thus, the initially higher investment usually proves to be worthwhile when the first network failure can be
prevented or fixed more quickly, with resulting system and production downtimes being reduced. In fact, experience shows that looking for network errors without having any diagnostic information
can take hours or even days.

Link problems, electromagnetic
interferences, device errors…
Operators of machine and production networks face typical realworld challenges. Link problems are the most frequent causes for
data communication failures in Ethernet networks. Reasons are often simple and easy to eliminate: Usually, failures are due to loose
or broken cables and connectors that either have been badly assembled, wrongly installed, or have a broken latching mechanism,
for instance. Other causes include inoperative devices and high
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 2020   
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Simplifying the device configuration
Many manufacturers of machines and systems decide against using
diagnostics-capable network components, either because they lack the necessary
know-how to configure the devices or shy away from a setup process they fear
might be time-consuming. Therefore, Phoenix Contact offers different options
for a smooth and quick configuration of network devices.
One simple option is using an SD card as a configuration
memory device. That way, the device settings can be transferred to an unlimited number of components. This solution
is particularly suitable for recurring tasks during initial setup.
An alternative is using a software tool, for instance, the FL
Network Manager from Phoenix Contact, which enables
a quick initial setup and easy monitoring
of network components.

package loss rates resulting, for example, from electromagnetic
interferences in the vicinity of the network cables.
Although the reasons are mostly simple, their consequences can
be serious. When the network is not redundant, one single connection failure can lead to whole areas being disconnected, thus causing
downtime. Diagnostics-capable infrastructure components help determine more quickly what type of problem has occurred and where
it has happened, thanks to link down detection and comprehensive
port statistics. Consequently, the time and effort for the service technician as well as downtimes are often significantly reduced (fig. 1).

... network overload and unauthorized access
Another cause for network problems is network overload due to
subsequently added components. Particularly in smaller networks,
stability often declines when additionally installed devices lead to
an increase in data traffic. This happens, for instance, when dataintensive camera systems are subsequently integrated into existing
networks. Especially the real-time capability of automation networks – such as Profinet or Ethernet/IP – can suffer due to the larger
amount of data. Diagnostics-capable network components, such as

Simple Network
Management
Protocol (SNMP)

Configuration
via PROFINET
control

Configuration
via SD card
Configuration
via CLI

Managed Switches, help detect problems also in this case, by providing statistics on the utilization of individual data connections.
Moreover, network problems can result from unauthorized access via a free and unprotected port on a switch. Consequently, the
network can be deliberately manipulated or malware can be transferred by accident via a service laptop. In addition to the protection
against unauthorized external access it is thus important to control
internal access to the machine and production network and to ensure that attempts to gain access to the network can be directly reported and traced by means of notifications and alarms. Doing so
again requires diagnostics-capable network components. That is
why many Managed Switches offer security functions that control
and monitor access via the ports and report any unauthorized
attempts to gain access.

Provision and mirroring of the diagnostic data
When using diagnostic-capable components from Phoenix Contact, the user has numerous ways to obtain the network data. Webbased management is a user-friendly and easy option and can be
accessed using a conventional Web browser. Besides various

AUTOMATION

02 Network components

from Phoenix Contact offer
comprehensive diagnostic options

Command Line
Interface (CLI)

Profinet
Control

Syslog

Network diagnose
and software tools
Web based
management
(wbm)
Remote diagnosis via VPN
and Security Router
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Initial commissioning
and maintenance
with the FL Network
Manager

c onfiguration options, it provides a clear and structured overview of
all diagnostic data (fig. 2).
The network components from Phoenix Contact also provide
their diagnostic data via different standardized interfaces to users
who prefer using a centralized diagnostic system. The events displayed in the event log can, for instance, also be sent as a notification to a Syslog server, if required. This technology is supported by
many diagnostic systems. In Profinet and Ethernet/IP networks, the
control usually reads the diagnostic data directly. This makes it possible to query data from network components – such as Managed
Switches – and process the data in the control system. For example,
process data or acyclic data, also called record data, are used in
Profinet environments.

Useful function for analysing data traffic
For a detailed analysis of the data communication at the package
level, numerous network components from Phoenix Contact include functions for port mirroring. These functions enable the entire incoming and/or outgoing data traffic at one or several ports to
be copied to what is called a mirror port. Specific software tools,
which record the mirrored data traffic, then help analyzing it. This
function is particularly useful for experienced users or members of
support teams with comprehensive knowledge about networks
who need to find the cause of unobvious network problems.

Summary

03 Powerful network components offer various functions for performing diagnostics on machine and production networks

tion networks. Whether it is experts or users with little knowledge
about networks: everyone can choose the diagnostics option that is
right for them. This is why Managed Switches, such as the
FL Switch 2000 product family, or wireless components, such as the
FL WLAN 1100 and FL WLAN 2100 series, prove an optimal solution for minimizing downtimes caused by network errors (fig. 3).
Photos: Phoenix Contact

The powerful network components from Phoenix Contact offer various functions for performing diagnostics on machine and produc-

www.phoenixcontact.com
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Use deep learning to
simplify and accelerate
machine vision implementation
Deep learning is now not only a method reserved for
researchers with highly specialised skills. Nowadays
many tools are free, hardware costs are low and
training data is available free of charge. This also
opens up completely new possibilities for industrial
image processing, for example in the detection of
anomalies. The article explains in 5 steps the building
and deploying of neural networks for deep learning.

AUTOMATION

T

he saying “a picture is worth a thousand words” never rang so
true in the world of machine vision as it does today. With deep
learning, thousands, even millions of lines of code can be replaced
by a simple neural network trained with images and very little
coding.
The great news is that deep learning is no longer a method available only to researchers or people with highly specialized skills
and/or big budgets. Today, many tools are free, tutorials are easy to
find, hardware cost is low and even training data is available at no
cost. This presents both opportunities and threats - as new players
emerge to disrupt established names and spur innovation. It also
provides opportunities for your machine vision systems to do
things previously unimaginable – as an example, deep learning
can be used to recognize unexpected anomalies, typically very difficult or almost impossible to achieve with traditional coding.
A noteworthy benefit of deploying deep learning neural networks
is that it allows complex decisions to be performed on the edge with
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minimal hardware and very little processing power – Low cost ARM
or FPGA based systems and new inference cameras like the Flir
Firefly DL make this possible.

What is deep learning: the fundamentals
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning inspired by how the
human brain works. The thing that makes deep learning “deep” is
the fact that there are multiple “layers” of neurons of various weights
which help a neural network make its decision. Deep learning can
be broken into two stages, training and inference.
During the training phase, you define the number of neurons and
layers your neural network will be comprised of and expose it to
labeled training data. With this data, the neural network learns on
its own what is ‘good’ or ‘bad’. For example, if you are grading fruits,
you would show the neural network images of fruits labeled “Grade
A”, “Grade B”, “Grade C”, and so on. The neural network then figures
out properties of each grade; such as size, shape, color, consistency
of color and so on. You don’t need to manually define these characteristics or even program what is too big or too small, the neural
network trains itself. Once the training stage is over, the outcome is
a trained neural network.
The process of evaluating new images using a neural network to
make decisions on is called inference. When you present the trained
neural network with a new image, it will provide an inference (i.e.
an answer): such as “Grade A with 95% confidence.”

STEP 1: developing a deep learning application
The development of a deep learning application broadly entails 5
steps. A high-level description of each step follows. Step 1: Identify

it can be utilized to detect a person breaching a safety parameter
around robots on a production line or identify a single bad part on
a production/assembly line conveyor system.

01 Classification

used to identify
flawed solders using
a FLIR Firefly DL

SEGMENTATION: The third type of deep learning is segmentation;
typically used to identify which pixels in an image belong to which
corresponding objects. Segmentation is ideal for applications
where determining the context of an object and it’s relationship to
each other are required (for example autonomous vehicle / Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, popularly referred to as ADAS).
ANOMALY DETECTION: This type of deep learning task can be utilized to identify regions that do not match a pattern. A typical
example of an application where anomaly detection can add value
would be stock control and inventory management at grocery
stores. This application involves using an inference camera to
detect and highlight shelves that are empty or about to need
replenishment, providing real-time notifications and improving
efficiency.

STEP 2: key advantages and disadvantages
of available frameworks

PASS

FAIL

the appropriate deep learning function: In the world of deep learning, tasks are classified into several functions. The ones we consider
most common to machine vision are:

Once you determine the deep learning function you intend to use,
you’ll need a toolset (developers call this a “framework”) best suited to your needs. These frameworks will provide a choice of starter
neural networks and tools for training and testing the network.
With some of the world’s biggest technology companies vying for
dominant positions in the deep learning market, frameworks like
TensorFlow by Google, Caffe2 by Facebook and OpenVino by Intel
(all free) demonstrate the quantum of investments and resources
flowing into the deep learning market. On the other end of that
spectrum, you also have Pytorch, an open source solution thats
now part of Facebook. These tools are easy to use and provide great
documentation (including examples), so even a novice user can
train and deploy a neural network with minimum effort.
Discussing all available frameworks would warrant a separate article, but the following pointers list key advantages and disadvantages for 3 of the most popular frameworks:

CLASSIFICATION: First and most basic application of deep learning
is classification. The process involves sorting images into different
classes and grouping images based on common properties. As an
example, you can use classification to separate a flawed part from a
good one on a production line for quality control or while conducting PCB solder inspections – like illustrated in Fig.1 (using a Flir
Firefly DL inference camera).

PYTORCH: simple and easy to use, used in many research projects,
not commonly used for large deployment and only fully supported
for Python

DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION: Another deep learning task ideal for machine vision is called detection and localization. Using this
function, you can identify features in an image and provide bounding box coordinates to determine its position and size. For example,

CAFFE2: lightweight, translating to efficient deployment, one of the
oldest frameworks (widely supported libraries for CNNs and computer vision), best suited for mobile devices using OpenCV.

In this article, you will learn:
n Basic glossary used in deep learning
n Types of machine vision tasks deep learning

is most suitable for
n The 5 steps for developing and deploying a

neural network for inference on the edge
n Available tools and frameworks to get started
n Tips on making the process easier
n Potential shortcomings of deep learning to consider

TENSORFLOW: large user base with good documentation, higher
learning curve compared to Pytorch, offers scalable production deployment and supports mobile deployment

The neural network you choose would eventually depend on the
complexity of the task at hand and how fast your inference needs to
run. Furthermore, even companies lacking the resources and employees to learn and implement a deep learning solution can rely
on third party consultants. One such example is Enigma Pattern
(https://www.enigmapattern.com).

STEP 3: preparing training data for the
neural network
Depending on the type of data you want to evaluate, you’ll require a
repository of images with as many characteristics you hope to utilize in your evaluation and they need to be labelled appropriately
As an example, if your neural network needs to identify a good solder from a bad one, it would need hundreds of variations of what a
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES 2020   
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02 Detection, localization and segmentation used to identify objects and their locations
good solder looks like and a similar set of what bad solders look like
with labels that identify them as such.
There are several avenues to obtain a dataset of images:
n For use cases that are common, you might find a pre-labelled dataset that matches your specific requirements available for purchase online (in many cases, even free).
n Generating synthetic data may be an efficient option for several
applications; especially since labelling is not required. Companies like Cvedia; backed by Flir (https://www.cvedia.com) employ simulation technology and advanced computer vision theory to build high-fidelity synthetic training set packages. These
datasets are annotated and optimized for algorithm training.
n If the first two options are not available, you would need to take
your own images and label them individually. This process is
made easy by several tools available on the market

AUTOMATION

STEP 4: train and validate the neural network
to ensure accuracy
After the data is prepared, you will need to train, test, and validate
the accuracy of your neural network. This stage involves configuring and running the scripts on your computer until the training process delivers acceptable levels of accuracy for your specific use
case. It is a recommended best-practice to keep training and test
data separate to ensure the test data you evaluate with is not used
during training.
This process can be accelerated by taking advantage of transfer
learning: the process involves utilizing a pre-trained network and
repurposing it for another task. Since many layers in a deep neural
network are performing feature extraction, these layers do not need
to be retrained to classify new objects. As such, you can apply transfer
learning techniques to pre-trained networks as a starting point and
only retrain a few layers rather than training the entire network. Popular frameworks like Caffe2 and TensorFlow provide these for free.
Furthermore, adding new features to detect to an already trained
neural network is as easy as adding additional images to the defective image set and applying transfer learning to retrain the network.
This is significantly easier and faster than logic-based programing;
where you must add the new logic to the code, recompile and execute while ensuring the newly added code does not introduce unwarranted errors.
If you lack coding expertise to train your own neural network,
there are several GUI (Graphical User Interface) based software that
work with different frameworks. These tools make the
training and deployment process very intuitive, even
for less experienced users. Matrox MIL is one such
example from the machine vision world.

STEP 5: deploy the neural network
and run inference on new data
The last step entails deployment of your
trained neural network on the selected hardware to test performance and collect data in the
field. The first few phases of inference should ide-
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ally be used in the field to collect additional test data, that can be
used as training data for future iterations.
The following section provides a brief summary of typical methods for deployment with some associated advantages and disadvantages:
CLOUD DEPLOYMENT: significant savings on hardware cost, need
for an internet connection is a key disadvantage, higher latency
compared to edge deployment
EDGE (STANDARD PC): ideal for high performance applications,
higher cost
EDGE (ARM, FPGA & INFERENCE CAMERAS LIKE FLIR FIREFLY
DL): low power consumption, significant savings in peripheral
hardware, high reliability, not suitable for computationally demanding tasks

Potential shortcomings of deep learning
Now that we’ve covered an overview of the development and
deDeep learning is a black box for the most part and it’s very difficult to really illustrate / figure out how the neural network arrives
at its decision. Another issue to contend with while deploying deep
learning is that it’s very hard to optimize your neural network in a
predictable manner. Many neural networks that are currently being trained and used, take advantage of transfer learning to retrain
existing networks while very little optimization occurs. In addition
to these shortcomings, many applications are conceptually better
suited for logic-based solution. Typical examples include barcode
reading, part alignment, precise measurements and so on.

Conclusion: the benefits outweigh
Even with some of the shortcomings highlighted above, the potential benefits accrued from deep learning far outweigh the negatives
(rapid development, ability to solve complex problems, ease of use
and deployment – just to name a few). Furthermore, there are constant improvements being made in the field of deep learning that
overcome these shortcomings. For instance, activation maps can
be used to visually check what pixels in the image are being considered when a neural network is making its decision, so that we
can better understand how the network arrived at its conclusion.
Also, with wider adoption many companies are now developing
their own neural networks instead of relying on transfer learning –
improving performance and customizing the solution for specific
problems. Even in applications that are suited for logicbased programming, deep learning can assist the underlying logic to increase overall accuracy of the
system. One example is the Flir Firefly-DL.
Photos: lead AndSus - stock.adobe.com, others Flir

www.flir.com/firefly-dl

03 The Flir Firefly DL is an

example of a DL inference camera
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MOTION AND DRIVES

Test Bench Drive “Reloaded”
Frequency converters in high-speed applications have
the task of providing the required rotating field
frequency. But not all frequency converters are able to
supply the required performance. A customer of the
spindle manufacturer GMN was faced with exactly this
scenario. When performance problems occurred at the
test bench drive. An adapted converter technology for
high-speed applications was needed.

D

ue to the required high rotating field frequency and the small
rotor volume, high-speed motors need a frequency converter
that is suitable for their operation. If this is not ensured, problems
will inevitably arise. “Unfortunately, this was the case at one of our
Asian customers”, said Dr. Bernd Möller, Head of Engineering Spindle Technology at GMN. “Since 2011, we have already delivered
three prototypes of high-speed motors where the spindles failed to
reach their full performance.” In the meantime, the customer was
content with the reduced performance. However, in 2019, they contacted GMN and Sieb & Meyer – requesting to find a more suitable
frequency converter that meets the requirements, all down the line.

A partnership that solves problems

Author: Markus Finselberger, Key Account Manager Drive Technology,
Sieb & Meyer, Lüneburg, Germany
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Sieb & Meyer and GMN maintain a long-standing and successful
partnership. The common denominator of the two companies is
that both specialize in high-speed applications. GMN does not only
produce machine spindles but also high-precision ball bearings,
freewheels and contact-free seals. Sieb & Meyer develops and manufactures, among other things, frequency converters that represent
the perfect supplement to the high-speed spindles by GMN. “Our
devices have been deployed in combination with GMN spindles for
many years now”, explained Rolf Gerhardt, Director Sales Drive
Electronics at Sieb & Meyer. “This is particularly beneficial for spindles used for internal grinding, which requires high speeds.” Besides many standard applications, the two companies together

01 The frequency converter SD2M with three-

level technology, enabled the spindle to achieve
full performance data in the test bench

02 GMN high-speed spindles

provide a high torque and thus
allow for a high manufacturing
performance already in the lower
speed range

have implemented a series of special projects: Among them, routing spindles for the high-performance aluminum processing with a
continuous power of 120 kW @ 30,000 rpm, which are used in the
aerospace sector. A hydrogen pump drive with 120 kW @ 21,000
rpm and a test bench motor with max. 40,000 rpm and with a power
of 63 kW S1 also appear on the list of joint projects.
In the present case, GMN supplies its customer with an individually designed test bench drive. The high-speed motor is based on an
off-the-shelf spindle for internal grinding but has been adapted to
the special requirements. It is a HV-P 120 spindle – an all-round
product for grinding, routing and drilling applications with high
stiffness and performance requirements. In this special design, an
integrated synchronous motor allows the required speeds and a
performance of 35 kW S1 @ 60,000 rpm. Due to the 4-pole motor, a
maximum rotary field frequency of 2 kHz can be reached. However,
there is no standard frequency converter in the market that is able
to support these figures.The customer decided to still try it. The result was that the specified performance data of the grinding spindle
could not be exploited.

Too high losses, too low performance
“The deployed frequency converter could not achieve the high frequencies and generated too high losses”, explained Dr. Möller. “It
would be like implementing a diesel engine in a Formula One car –
this simply won’t work.” In a first step, Sieb & Meyer explored which
frequency converter from the wide range of the SD2x series might
be the most suitable one for this special application. Finally, SD2M
was selected. This device is based on the multi-level technology
and in high-speed applications with high performances turns out to
be a true all-rounder. Especially in applications such as in machine
tools or test benches, the solution shows its advantages. “We think
that SD2M is the only device on the market that offers the required
performance for such motors”, stressed Dr. Möller. “Apart from
complicated solutions with additional LC filters that in this power
range are twice as expensive and much more unwieldy.”
Common tests have proven: SD2M is actually the ideal frequency
converter for this test bench application. “We have thoroughly examined the motor performance in combination with our frequency
converter”, commented Rolf Gerhardt. “We could achieve all required performance data.” The innovative three-level technology of
the frequency converter SD2M and switching frequencies of up to

16 kHz ensure an excellent current quality, which reduces motor
losses and increases overall efficiency. This prevents excessive rotor
heating and reduces the load on the bearings as well as insulation
stress. Customers can do without expensive LC filters. Last but not
least, the device has a very compact design, therefore needs less
space and significantly reduces the system costs. “Our customer is
very satisfied with the solution”, concluded Dr. Möller. “Thus, we
can record another successful joint project.”

High speed for machine tools
Frequency converters for machine tools are a specialty of Sieb &
Meyer. “In this area, we are dealing with very special requirements”,
said Rolf Gerhardt. “ For this reason, during internal grinding, for
example, a sensorless operation of asynchronous and synchronous
spindles up to 250,000 rpm must be enabled. The motor heating,
however, must be kept very low to avoid damaging the sensitive materials and to ensure high machining quality. “ Another important
factor is the flexibility of the machine: Simple and quick exchange
of the grinding spindles is essential. For this purpose, the frequency
converter should allow storing several motor parameter sets. Our
customers often demand special functions like high-dynamic active load detection.
Customized frequency converters in this area are developed by
Sieb & Meyer based on the frequency converter SD2S that allows for
an extraordinary comfortable operation of grinding machines: The
system can store up to 64 motor parameter sets. The parameter set
selection is either coded via the digital inputs or alternatively determined by different fieldbus systems such as PROFINET or EtherCAT.
In addition, the integrated technology functions for gap elimination
(tool touches work piece) ensure efficient machine operation. Solutions based on the multi-axis system SD2 for multi-axis applications
are also possible. Moreover, customers can use the sensorless safety
functions SFM (Safe Frequency Monitor) and SLOF (Safe Limited
Output Frequency). Universal motor encoder interfaces and different connection possibilities to a higher-ranking control allow easy
adaptation to changing system requirements. That way, users stay
fully flexible – and the required performance is always ensured.
Photos: Sieb & Meyer, GMN

www.sieb-meyer.de
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The kinematic darling
of designers
The ready-to-install complete freewheels from Ringspann’s
premium FB and FBF series cover a wide range of
applications. They can be used in drive trains in machinery
and plant construction as backstops and for overrunning
and indexing functions. Since they are also available for a
very large torque range and in four different sprag
variants, they serve as extremely versatile drive elements.
Author: Alexander Regenhardt,
freelance specialist journalist, Darmstadt, Germany

I

f there were a versatility tournament in industrial drive technology, the freewheels of Ringspann’s premium FB/FBF series would
regularly land at the top of the winners’ podium. That is because
these complete freewheels provided by the manufacturer ready for
installation are not only available in several sprag configurations for
different performance demands, but also for an enormous torque
range from 45 to 160,000 Nm. This opens up a wide field for designers and developers in mechanical engineering and plant construction to realise innovative and efficient solutions for backstops as
well as overrunning and indexing kinematics in drive trains. They
can also choose between basic versions with or without mounting
flange. All FB/FBF freewheels can be selected and ordered directly
from the Ringspann online shop. A number of variants with standard bores (max. 300 mm) are available at short notice.

MOTION AND DRIVES

Chrome steel with wear protection
Ringspann’s FB/FBF series complete freewheels are essentially
sealed sprag freewheels with ball bearings, which are filled with oil
at the factory and supplied ready for installation. Depending on the
individual application, the designer can then choose between four
performance categories with regards to the sprag configuration.
The standard version and the RIDUVIT design already cover a
wide range of applications. Both are suitable for backstop and overrunning applications with maximum idling speeds of 4,800 min-1
(inner ring) and 5,500 min-1 (outer ring). As indexing freewheels,
they can handle medium (standard) to high (RIDUVIT) indexing
cycles. The chromium steel sprags of the RIDUVIT variant are also
characterised by a special surface with hard metal-like wear resistance. “This high-performance functional coating is based on
important tribological findings and gives the RIDUVIT freewheels a
significantly increased service life,” says Thomas Heubach, head of
the freewheels division at Ringspann.

Decision between X or Z
The other variants of the freewheels FB/FBF are more specifically designed, which differ in the design of the sprag lift-off and are predestined for the realisation of particularly demanding backstop and
overrunning applications. Here, the design engineer can choose between complete freewheels with the so-called sprag lift-off X or sprag
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lift-off Z. Both versions were developed for high freewheeling speeds
in long-term operation, where no wear on the sprags arises beyond
the lift-off speed. The sprags’ shapes and bearing arrangements,
which have been thought out down to the finest detail, exhibit an
innovative sophistication. “In these two disciplines of freewheel
design, we possess internationally recognised expertise thanks to decades of in-house development work”, emphasises Thomas Heubach.
With the complete freewheels FB/FBF with sprag lift-off X, the
sprags supported in a cage connected with the inner ring, rotate
with the inner ring in freewheeling operation. Since this is caused
by centrifugal force without any contact to the outer ring, the freewheel with sprag lift-off X can rotate almost wear-free in applications with a fast rotating inner ring. Similarly, type-Z sprags rotate in
freewheeling operation without contact with the outer ring – which
is why the FB/FBF freewheels with this type of sprag lift-off prove to
be the ideal solution for long-term applications with a fast rotating
outer ring. “The first two questions that the design engineer must
therefore answer when choosing between X and Z are therefore:
What is the mounting position? In which direction of rotation
should the FB/FBF turn freely and in which direction should it lock
or drive?”, explains Thomas Heubach.

Two relatives with shaft couplings
The complete freewheels of Ringspann’s premium FB/FBF series
are currently used in almost all sectors and niches of international
mechanical engineering and plant construction. Whether in the
drive systems of trimming shears for wide-belt rolling mills, meat
processing machines, shredders, mail sorting systems or leisure
rides such as rollercoasters – in countless applications they serve as
extremely reliable and durable backstops, overrunning clutches or
clutches.
Two close relatives of the FB family are tailor-made for applications with overrunning functions, where two shafts have to be connected with offset. These are the complete freewheels FBE and FBL,
which Ringspann offers as ready-to-use assemblies with flexible and
torsionally rigid shaft couplings from its portfolio. “The customer
thus receives combined solutions from two functional components,
whereby the shaft couplings can be flexibly docked onto the freewheel depending on the desired direction of rotation”, explains
Thomas Heubach. The flexible FBE solution is designed for smaller

01 The ready-to-install complete freewheels cover a wide range of

02 The freewheels FB/FBF with sprag lift-off X (right) and Z (left) are

shaft displacements – for example between a main drive and an angular gear – and the torsionally rigid FBL design can accommodate
large radial and angular misalignments without constraining forces
acting on adjacent bearings. A typical installation situation for this
is, for example, the positioning between the main motor and the
creep drive of a conveyor belt system. Both system solutions consisting of an overrunning clutch and a shaft coupling are available in
three variants: Standard, RIDUVIT and with sprag lift-off Z.

quest, for example for unusual bore dimensions or rare flanged
connections. Depending on requirements and quantities, the Ringspann Group can draw on the capacities of production plants on
three continents. “Both the FB/FBF complete freewheels and the
FBE/FBL combined solutions are real examples of our market leadership on the worldwide freewheel market and our positioning as
an international one-stop supplier of high-quality components for
industrial drive technology,” underlines division manager Thomas
Heubach.

applications and can be used in drive trains in machinery and plant construction both as backstops and for overrunning and indexing functions

At home in all sectors and niches

predestined for the realisation of demanding backstop and overrunning
applications

Photos: Ringspann

In addition to a large selection of FB and FBF freewheels available at
short notice, Ringspann can also produce special designs on re-

www.ringspann.de
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Protection-Highway to machine
efficiency
Safety couplings prevent possible machine failures caused by overload. This will only work
well, if users will have the chance to adopt them perfectly to their individual application.
Torque limiters from KBK Antriebstechnik do allow a very precise adjustment of the
disengagement torque and offer a unique range of different models.

MOTION AND DRIVES

H

aving a huge choice of different types enables KBK to find the
perfect matching overload coupling for many applications.
The fundament for this flexibility is the modular system by KBK:
it gives the opportunity of creating individual solutions based on
standard components. Acting this way KBK is able to produce
customized solutions easily and at competitive prices.
“If we should not be able to find an ideal solution based on our
modular system we also do develop and design completely new solutions”, says KBK managing director Sven Karpstein. The familyowned company based in the Bavarian village Klingenberg is very
service oriented and offers custom solutions as well as an emergency service: “We are able to produce and ship almost all our servoinsert couplings or metal bellows couplings custom bored within
2 hours”, says Sven Karpstein.

Author: Sven
Karpstein, managing
director, KBK
Antriebstechnik,
Klingenberg/Main,
Germany

overload cases and resulting damages can be avoided or at least
minimized. The more precise the overload torque can be specified
for an application, the better will the protection ensured by the coupling be. Furthermore, exact limitation of the torque will allow a
more efficient usage of the drive, because it will disconnect very
close to the point where damages can happen.

Safety couplings fit perfectly in test benches
Safety couplings from KBK are used in applications where a high
productivity needs to be ensured or whenever humans or expensive
components have to be protected – for example in motor test
benches, automation equipment, automatic drawer systems, machine tools or medical equipment. In such applications the torque
limiters are used for disconnecting the drive and the driven parts
mechanically as soon as the set torque is succeeded. In this way,
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01 Overload clutches significantly reduce the risk of overload
damage and associated machine breakdowns

Overload torque can be preset precisely
The drive-component-specialists of KBK are using cup springs with
degressive characteristics and steel-balls as blocking elements. This
design allows an extremely precise adjustment of the overload
torque and results in the torque transmission being cut-off within
milliseconds after an overload occured. Degressive cup springs also
cause a very low remaining torque after the couplings disengaged
what dramatically increases the lifetime of the coupling. Torque
limiters from KBK offer one more advantage to machine builders:
due to the fact that they are adjusted so accurately, they are extre
mely reliable and other safety related mechanism can be reduced or
eliminated, which helps to safe material and costs!

Ball-detent principle used for backlash-free
torque transmission
KBK safety couplings are designed using the ball-detend system for
having a backlash-free and repeatable transmission of torque. The
couplings do have a flange with half-ball-shaved pits. The balls are
positioned in those pits and are pushed out of them in case of an
overload. Drive and driven side are disconnected and the torque
transmission is interrupted.
The overload torque is adjusted individually for each application.
“We have to specify together with the customer what torque range
will be needed. Depending on the torque range a certain number of
cup springs are used”, says managing director Sven Karpstein. “As a
next step we do lasermark the torque range on the coupling between minimum and maximum and test it. Finally, we exactly set
the couplings to the desired disengagement torque.” This adjustment is realized by the pretension of the cup springs, which can be
done by tightening a threaded adjusting ring. “We do test the torque
several times and finally lasermark the set value on the coupling to
enable our customers to re-adjust the coupling themselves, if necessary”, so Karpstein.

Four product lines can be chosen to have the
perfect solution
KBK produces four different types of torque limiters in various sizes
– two series for indirect drives and two series for direct drives. As
one of very few producers, the company also manufactures miniature-safety couplings – the lowest possible torque can be set at
0.1Nm. Remarkable are also the torque limiters in split hub design,
which are exclusively available at KBK. The execution with split
hubs enables the user to perfectly align the shafts to each other before assembling the torque limiters and so to avoid failures due to

misalignment. Each of the four series is available in four different
function modes, where each of them has its specific characteristics.
The synchronous or the multi-position mode are re-engaging
automatically once the failure in the drive has been eliminated, so
machine breakdown times are reduced to a minimum. On the other
hand, those versions are wearing out faster compared to freewheeling versions. This is due to the fact that the balls will try to reengage one time per revolution for the synchronous version and 6
or 8 times for the multi-position types. If the failure is not removed
at this point the balls will jump over it again and again and will create friction. “This friction is at a very low level but if the coupling is
running at high speeds like 5000 rpm for a longer time it can happen that it will fail relatively fast”, so Karpstein. “That is why we always recommend to use a proximity switch in combination with
our torque limiters, which cuts off the drive as soon as the coupling
disengages.”

Drive chain will be stressed less
The wear on the free-wheeling safety couplings is remarkably lower,
because drive and driven side are permanently disconnected in
case of an overload. The re-engagement cannot be done before the
drive stands still and has to be done manually – that reduces strains.
“This coupling is perfectly used in applications like test benches,
where long-term tests are running and where workers are not present permanently. If a crash happens here the couplings can run for
a longer time at high speeds and will not be damaged.”
Using the blocked coupling types, disengagement will not even
happen – in case of an overload the coupling will only turn a few
degrees and activate a switch, which cuts off the drive.

Magnetic couplings do work completely
non-wearing
The new types of permant or hysteresis magnetic coupling by KBK
are suited perfectly for torque limitation in bottle capping machines, pumps and also applications for testing or medical equipment. Due to their specific design they are non-wearing and cover a
torque range from 0,1 to 60Nm. Permanent magnetic couplings cut
off the torque transmission in a jerking movement, the hysteresis
couplings show a sliding behavior – similar to a friction clutch.

Cup springs and balls are superior to friction discs
or electronics
KBK torque limiters show numerous advantages compared to other
systems like friction clutches or electronic torque observing systems. Friction type clutches do not give the chance to set the torque
as precisely as it is possible with ball-detend KBK couplings. The
reason is the design of the friction clutches: the function principle
founds on friction discs with friction factors which can vary a lot.
Therefore, it will never be possible to set the torque exactly at a certain point. KBK safety couplings do not have this problem because
they are not in the need for friction discs – they are just using cup
springs and steel balls as blocking devices.
Also, safety systems using electronic observation and torque control do have disadvantages compared to the KBK couplings, which
are simply working mechanically. They need three times more time
until the drive is no longer transmitting torque. So, the drive components are overstressed for a way longer time compared to using
KBK couplings.
Photos: Lead AdobeStock/Microgen; others KBK

02 Activated or locked: The overload clutches are manufactured in
four different switching types and numerous sizes

www.kbk-antriebstechnik.de
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Automating Pallet Racks
at a Later Point
The new compact “C” assembly group is completing the range of SSI Exyz storage-retrieval
machines from SSI Schaefer. SSI Exyz C automates the pallet rack processes in existing buildings
in heights of up to 13.5 m. Without any need to upgrade floor slabs or perform extensive
modifications − implementation during ongoing operation is also possible.

W

ith the new standard “C” module in the SSI Exyz product family, SSI Schaefer now offers the ability to fully automate pallet
storage despite lower rack heights in existing buildings of up to
13.5 m in height. “In quite a few meetings with customers, we have
been told that there is a need for a solution of this kind. This information was significant, and the requirements were immediately integrated into the new development of the SSI Exyz C,” explains Markus
Sellen, product manager at SSI Schaefer. “The SSI Exyz C offers the
same product and service features that we have become accustomed
to in the SSI Exyz family of products. The most important difference
is seen in the product’s compact design and ease of use.”

LOGISTICS

Energy and cost efficiency in high-bay warehouse
SSI Schaefer introduced the SSI Exyz storage-retrieval machines
(SRM) to the market around ten years ago. The design of the standard
assembly groups offered in the SSI Exyz SRM is based on a common
device platform. This design principle allows the customer a maximum level of flexibility and the shortest possible commissioning
times. The SSI Exyz series components can be designed based on a
modular principle in accordance with customer-specific requirements and can be configured, pre-assembled and utilized short-term.
Up until now, 11 SSI Exyz sizes and variants have been available,
which could be equipped either as single- or double-mast machines with various load handling devices (LHD). While telescopic
forks are used for single- or double-deep storage of large load carriers, beverage pallets, for example, can also be stored multiple-deep
in the storage channel using the SSI Orbiter LHD. Therefore, the SSI
Exyz SRMs form the basis for intelligent automation solutions both
in standard and channel racking systems as well as in picking or
freezer storage systems up to a height of 45 meters.

The perfect way to automate existing plants
As a compact class within the SSI Exyz family of products, the SSI
Exyz C can now also be implemented in existing buildings of lower
height, even later. “With its compact, light-weight construction, the
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SSI Exyz C makes efficient automation solutions possible for racking systems, even in buildings that in the past had been used as
block storage areas,” explains Mr. Sellen. “The solutions can be implemented without any new floor slabs or other complicated remodeling measures.” Nonetheless pallet movements with up to
1,000 kg are possible for double-deep storage or up to 1,250 kg for
single-deep storage. “So, the SSI Exyz C is definitely a suitable introduction into the process automation and digitalization of an existing system.” Moreover, this compact series can be utilized in the
realization of new multiple-story plants.

Fully automated pallet storage even at
lower rack heights
Especially with the low top and bottom approach dimensions, the
SSI Exyz C is a convincing alternative and, therefore, provides another solution variant to the SSI Exyz family of products, making overall concepts with a high-volume utilization rate possible. To realize the
lower bottom approach dimension, the intralogistics specialist relies
on a compact construction of the travel unit. The good top approach
dimensions are achieved by making beneficial use of toothed belts as
an ideal load bearing medium. Consequently, the lifting processes are
not performed using ropes on the compact devices, but instead with
an easy deflection with only one guide pulley each on both the top
and bottom ends of the mast with a circulating toothed belt.
These technologies provide for additional storage capacities in
lower high-bay warehouses, irrespective of whether in new construction or in converted older buildings.
“From 5 up to 45 m, we can now cover all requirement options of
the SRM market with the SSI Exyz family of products using a standard, innovative concept for maximum flexibility and performancebased customization”, so Michael Scheiner from the corporate Customer Service & Support (CSS) division of SSI Schaefer.
Photo: SSI Schäfer

www.ssi-schaefer.com

The new area gripper FMP lets you
alternate between full-surface and
partly covered gripping

Gripper Update for
Vacuum Tube Lifter Jumbo Ergo
Schmalz is introducing a new generation of area
grippers for its vacuum tube lifters in the Jumbo-Ergo
series. The FMP is hugely versatile and reliably grips
heavy workpieces weighing up to 140 kilograms even
when only part of the suction area is covered. It
replaces the FM gripper. Thanks to its modular design,
the FMP also provides a basis for extending the area
gripper portfolio for the vacuum tube lifter Jumbo in
the future.

T

he area gripper FM has been available for the Jumbo-Ergo for
some time. It has now been fully replaced by the FMP generation. This area gripper may already be familiar to some: It has
long since proven itself as an end-of-arm tool in vacuum automation. J. Schmalz GmbH is now bringing this successful concept
to m
 anual handling.

Available in variants
The new area gripper FMP is available in two lengths: 442 and
640 millimeters. It can be connected to the beam both lengthwise
and crosswise. The beam connects the area grippers with the

c ontrol handle and allows for the continuous adjustment of the
grippers within this range. The FMP has a modular design. The base
section is made from aluminum, and the easy-to-replace sealing
foam with integrated filter protects the suction cup from dirt.

Ideal for non-continuous surfaces
In comparison to the FM variant, the effective area is increased by
up to 32 square centimeters thanks to its new dimensions and optimized hole pattern. In contrast, the application itself remains the
same: Both its behavior and area of use correspond to the FM

„The FMP is replacing the FM gripper and
features an impressive modular design“
s ystem. That means the FMP is ideal for safely handling sheets with
cut-outs, pallets or other workpieces with inconsistent surfaces. The
new area gripper also makes it easy to switch between full-surface
and partly covered gripping, for instance, for loading machines ergonomically and then removing the cut-outs. The vacuum provides
reliable gripping, even if the suction area is not fully covered.
Photos: J. Schmalz

www.schmalz.com
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Intuitive way to the
right storage space

Kasto Maschinenbau has equipped its proven
Unitower amongst other storage systems
with a practical new feature. With
immediate effect, the automatic bar stock
and sheet metal storage system is available
with an integrated pick-by-light function.
Using this solution, the operator is intuitively
guided to the required item by means of a
light beam. In this way, users can save a
significant amount of time in the storage
system and avoid mistakes.

T

he pick-by-light function is particularly helpful in storage systems in which the pallets or
cassettes are subdivided into multiple storage
compartments. It is integrated in the Kasto storage system’s controller, which tells it which article
needs to be stored or retrieved for the relevant job.
After the load carrier has been moved to the station, a light dot is projected onto the field of the pallet or cassette where the article can be
found. The operator recognizes the correct compartment at a glance
and is able to store or retrieve the item without error. This saves time
and prevents mistakes resulting from incorrect assignments.

Flexible in use
The Kasto Unitower is available in two different variants: as a version for the storage of long workpieces or for sheet metal, flat products and containers. The tower storage systems are designed as
modular systems, so customized solutions can be realized with
ease. The Unitower is available as a single or double tower, optionally freestanding in a workshop or as a separate storage building
outside with ceiling and wall elements. Any number of input and
output stations can be positioned at the front or on the long side of
the storage tower and at different levels – depending on the customer’s requirements.
Cassettes, pallets or supporting frames are used as the load carriers. Depending on the design, each storage space can carry loads of

02 Lifting traverse of the Unitower C with long material
cassette and lifting gear drive

01 The Unitower is also

available in a version for
storing sheets and containers

up to five tons.
The towers effortlessly accept bar stock from
3,400 to 14,600 mm in length, thus allowing users to access different standard
lengths as well as workpiece- or production-optimized special
lengths. The basic version of the Unitower has a usable width
between 600 and 1,240 mm. This enables the storage system to be
ideally matched to the available space. The Unitower B model for
storing sheet metal and flat products enables lengths between 2,000
and 8,000 mm to be stored. The usable width is between 1,000 and
2,000 mm. The loading height and therefore the number of storage
spaces can be determined at will, thus also enabling pallets, boxes
or containers to be accommodated.

Storage up to 20 meters
System heights of up to 20 meters can be easily achieved with both
variants. With their variable loading height, tower storage systems
provide a flexible solution which saves significantly more space and
is therefore more economical compared with conventional floor
and cantilever arm storage systems. The Unitower storage systems
are also characterized by their high level of efficiency. The load carriers are handled by a storage and retrieval machine (SRM) with a
central crossbeam. Compared with paternoster systems, for example, this has the advantage that it is not necessary to move the entire
stock, but only the relevant cassette. Together with the superbly
efficient drives, this ensures fast access times and saves energy.
Kasto’s advanced conveyor systems and processing machines can
also be used to connect storage and retrieval stations fully automatically, ensuring a highly efficient and smooth internal material flow.

Intuitive control
The Unitower storage system is controlled by Kasto’s own ProControl controller. It can be operated easily and intuitively by means of
a graphical interface. The user can call up and control various
functions such as storage compartment and cassette management,
order expediting and system diagnostics using the touch screen.
High availability is ensured by Kasto’s sophisticated service concept. This not only includes telephone advice (round-the-clock if
necessary), but also remote support via direct access to the system
or by means of Visual Assistance, Kasto’s audiovisual communi
cation solution.
Photos: Kasto
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An all-around safe solution
For decades, a Spanish oil company relied on the shrinking method to wrap in film the
palletized PE bags filled with petrochemical pellets, but some of the systems were now up to
30 years old. Therefore, the company entrusted Beumer Group with the installation of ten
high-capacity packaging systems from the Beumer stretch hood A series. Within six months,
the system provider supplied them to each of the company’s plant sites and integrated them
into the already existing palletizing and packaging lines.

O

ne of the major European players in the petrochemical business is situated in Spain and produces more than six million
tons of chemicals per year. Two of its manufacturing facilities are
located in Spain, one in Portugal. After production, the petrochemical pellets are filled in big bags, octabins or 25-kilogram-PE-bags
and then delivered to customers. These bags are palletized and
wrapped in film to protect them against environmental impacts
and dust. For this purpose, the plants have been using the shrinking
method since the 1980s. “The machines worked reliably, but had
already been in operation for 20 to 30 years,” describes the purchasing manager. “In the meantime, various problems arose that had
nothing to do with the machines, but with the technology”, because
the heat required for the shrinking method is generated by these
machines using gas or electric power. The open flame repeatedly
caused small burns on the film. Thus the pellets often melted with
the film. The continuous fire hazard implied higher insurance rates
and the aging systems had to be maintained frequently. This was
expensive and, due to the gas pipes, dangerous for the service technicians. In addition, the energy consumption of the systems in operation was high, and it became more and more difficult to get
spare parts on the market.
“We were searching for an economic and above all safe packaging system that could be maintained easily and efficiently”, says the
project manager of one of the Spanish plants. The shrink systems
that had been in use until then had been supplied decades ago by
Beumer Group, among others. Therefore this time, the responsible
persons also turned to the single-source provider for packaging
lines from Beckum. “Our customer was looking for a manufacturer
with high quality standard, many years of experience, high reliability and world-wide references”, says Plácido Valle Santafosta, sales
engineer at Beumer Group in Barcelona. In the tender process, the
system provider was awarded the contract to supply systems for one
of the Spanish plants, and in August 2019 to supply further machines for the other plant – a total of ten packaging systems. Both
companies quickly agreed on the scope and schedule and the project was ready to begin.

Stretch film – the economical alternative
Stretch hooding should now be used instead of the shrinking method. “This packaging solution does not require the use of heat; this
prevents the film from sticking to the product during the process”,
explains the project manager. In order to guarantee protection during transport and load stability, the stretch film adapts to any product that is stacked on the pallet. The film is very stretchable and its
contracting forces keep the goods tight together. The development
in film production is advancing steadily. Thus, more and more stable stretch films are available on the market, and since these films
can also be produced in increasingly thinner layers, this in turn
saves material. In the future, stretch films will be increasingly used
for this purpose. For reasons of sustainability, these stretch films
contain increasing amounts of recycled material and increasingly
consist of bioplastics.
Stretch hooding has the ability to package the pallet for high-bay
storage systems, with understretch or with different base reinforcements. Thanks to the high transparency of the stretch film, the
packed goods are clearly visible. And the barcodes on the bags can
be scanned quickly and consistently. Logos and text can also be
printed on the film to be used as an advertising medium. A flat film
placed on the pallet offers additional protection against external influences on all six sides of the stacked pellets. This ensures that the
bags filled with pellets are protected reliably against environmental
influences such as sunlight, dirt, and humidity during transshipment and outside storage. “This was very important to the responsible persons since they have to transport the goods safely and in
perfect condition to the customers”, says Valle Santafosta, sales en-

gineer at Beumer. In addition, the stretch film keeps the bags tightly
on the pallet, preventing them from slipping.

Beumer stretch hood: the right machine
The Beumer stretch hood A is very energy efficient: A film transport
system, which is particularly gentle on the material, introduces the
previously cut and sealed film hood into the system. On its way to
the crimping and stretching unit, the sealing seam on the film hood
cools down so that it can be crimped without losing time. This allows for the elimination of energy-consuming cooling and efficiency-reducing cooling times. This way the pallets can be packaged at
a high bag sequencing.
In order to facilitate the work for the maintenance personnel and
to ensure high system availability, the new packaging system was
designed without a platform. Maintenance work, such as changing
the blades or the sealing bars, is handled at the floor level. Additional benefits include the compact design and the resulting low
height and small footprint. “We have equipped this line with the

O

ur customer was searching for
a manufacturer with high
quality standard, many years of
experience, high reliability and
world-wide references
Plácido José Valle Santafosta,
sales engineer, Barcelona, Beumer Group

Beumer Human Machine Interface, which makes it easy and simple
to operate”, says Valle Santafosta. “The operators are provided with
an easily understandable and intuitive interaction concept, enabling them to define the same efficient working sequences for all
machines.” Displays help visualize how and where to make the necessary settings. The user can for example call up video sequences
that show the changing of the film roll and the film knife. For other
set-up work, the operator panel includes graphics and step-by-step
instructions.

Rapid project phases
“In winter, we supplied the first two Beumer stretch hood packaging systems to the Spanish plant, a few weeks later two additional
ones”, reports Valle Santafosta. Installation took place in autumn.
Beumer Group also delivered two packaging systems to the other
Spanish plant in winter and two further ones in August. Some of the
systems are equipped with roller conveyors for the pallet transport
system.
When being asked what the largest challenge of this project was,
Valle Santafosta reflects for a moment. “For one, the short delivery
period of only six months. In addition, the period for commissioning is fixed and cannot be extended, otherwise operation would be
stopped for too long.” Furthermore, the machines have to be integrated in the existing packaging lines. This involves combining the
latest safety standards of the Beumer stretch hood with the safety
levels of the existing systems. “But we have a lot of experience in
this,” emphasizes Valle Santafosta. “We solve this with separate
safety circuits.”
Photos: Beumer Group
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